Heavy Duty Hunter’s Closet – Instructions for Assembly

HARDWARE INCLUDED:

- 8 ea Short Pole
- 8 ea Long Pole
- 1 ea Ozone Machine Hanging Bracket
- 2 ea Hanging Rod
- 3 ea Large Wire Mesh Shelf
- 1 ea Large Middle Shelf Frame
- 2 ea Large Top & Bottom Shelf Frame
- 4 ea Small Wire Mesh Shelf
- 2 ea Small Top & Bottom Shelf Frame
- 2 ea Small Middle Shelf Frame

STEP 1
Assemble Small Shelves by attaching Small Wire Mesh Shelf (C) on to Small Middle Shelf Frame (A).
Repeat with both Small Top and Bottom Frames (B).

STEP 2
Assemble Large Shelves by attaching Large Wire Mesh Shelf (F) on to Large Middle Shelf Frame (D).
Repeat with both Large Top and Bottom Frames (E).

STEP 3
Assemble the top, middle and bottom sections by inserting parts as shown below.

NOTE: Parts must be inserted firmly and completely.

STEP 4
Building up from the assembled Bottom Section, insert poles (G) and (H) and Small Middle Shelf (A) as the diagram shows.

STEP 5
Place the assembled Middle Section onto the top of the vertical poles.
Continue building up from the Middle Section, insert poles (G) and (H) and Small Middle Shelf (A) as the diagram shows.

NEED HELP? Please contact our customer service line BEFORE returning to the store. For help with assembly, or if you are missing a part, please call our Customer Service Department at 1-877-575-3173.
**STEP 6**
Place the assembled Top Section onto the top of the vertical poles as shown in diagram.

**STEP 7**
Assemble Hanging Rods below each Large Shelf by hooking ends of the rods to the cross bars of the Shelf Frame.

**STEP 8**
Once the frame is fully assembled, place the fabric shell over the frame to complete assembly.

An opening is located on either side of the back of the fabric to allow the Ozone Machine power cord to run through and plug into a wall outlet.

**STEP 9**
Hanging option for the Ozone Machine. Attach the Hanging Bracket (J) on the back of the Ozone Machine.

**STEP 10**
Hang Ozone Machine by attaching Hanging Bracket to Wire Mesh Shelf.

See the Ozone Machine Instruction Manual for operating settings.

**CAUTION!** Read the Ozone Machine Instruction Manual and warning label tags carefully before operation.

**Two Year Limited Warranty**
A division of MoJack.
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